
LIVING AND LEARNING 

Our Ashmore State School Online Learning Plan guides the 
experience students will have if online learning is required. 
While the Online Learning Plan does not fully replicate 
onsite learning, our teachers will deliver instruction that 
allows students to meet expected standards.
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Firstly, our teaching staff are committed to 

monitoring the Ashmore State School Online 

Learning Plan and student experience. The tools 

used for monitoring may include, but are not 

limited to:

■ Data on student engagement from digital learning platforms –

(Seesaw report), announcements and emails– these provide data

on student engagement; and

■ Feedback from students, parents, and teachers to help  us

understand how the plan is impacting student, family and teacher

experiences, and to provide data on what improvements we 

might make going forward.   

The Ashmore State School Online Learning Plan will 

include:   

■ A process to teach remotely until resumption of normal

operations;

■ Details regarding the expectations required of both teachers

and families for the successful continuation of student

learning and family communication; and

■ Year level learning plans via Seesaw that address developmentally 

appropriate and meaningful student learning experiences.

The following online platforms support both the Online Learning 

Plan and teacher/student/family collaboration to ensure a quality 

student learning experience when planning and delivering remotely: 

■ Education Queensland email is the communication tools used to

contact and communicate with students and Teachers;

■ Seesaw feedback and videos are the online learning platforms used

across the school; and

■ Emails and Seesaw online collaboration platforms for

remote instructional planning.

In addition to the above resources, we encourage teachers, students, and parents to contact:

If you have technical difficulties or require IT support please contact your child’s class teacher. Please expect a response in a timely manner. Please note specific at home 

device or internet issues are the responsibility of each individual parent. 
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The Inclusive Education Team will continue to provide support 

across the school through Reading, Phonics, Mathematics and 

Gifted and Talented programs and Case Management of Inclusive 

Education students. They will ensure that Inclusive Education 

students can access the curriculum and continue to maintain 

established relationships with their Class Teacher, Case Manager 

and Teacher Aide’s, whilst supporting the students’ wellbeing. 

The Inclusive Education Team will check in regularly with the 

Inclusive Education parents to maintain connections and support 

and provide guidance where required. 
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Roles and Responsibilities Students 

■ Dedicate appropriate time to learning, comparable to a school day 

and/or as guided by your teacher/s;

■ Check appropriate online platforms (Seesaw, booklet) for

information on courses, assignments, resources daily;

■ Attend Seesaw, as much as possible, in accordance with the

expectations set

■ Identify a comfortable and quiet space to study/learn or that is

appropriate to the task set; 

■ Engage in all learning posted with academic honesty;

■ Submit all work in accordance with provided timeline and/or due

dates/this may mean provide Seesaw reflections; and 

■ Ensure own social and emotional balance by keeping healthy 

habits (this can be done by utilising the Wellbeing support

booklet or by accessing Smiling Minds/alternative activities

Roles and Responsibilities Parents  

Parents/Carers can best support their child/children in their learning 

by:  

■ Providing an environment conducive to learning (access to

technology, safe and quiet space during daytime);

■ Engaging in conversations on posted materials, assignments and

keeping in contact with the teacher through emails/Seesaw;

■ Monitoring time spent engaging in online and offline learning,

including variables like that of preferred learning times (morning,

afternoon, evening);

■ Encouraging attendance, as much as possible, to the regular

Seesaw offered by each of their child’s teacher/s; and

■ Support emotional balance by providing ample room and time for

reflection, physical activity, conversation, and play.

Role of Parents in Reflecting with Students 

All students are still developing independence, so a teacher-parent 

partnership is necessary for students to engage in Online Seesaw 

Learning Plan tasks and to access online resources. The designed 

learning tasks and activities will provide direction and support to 

families with the understanding that task completion depends on 

each individual families’ circumstances. We recognise that parents 

may have more than one child to guide, therefore we have framed 

the support for the learning experience within one day not to exceed 

3 hours of computer time usage. Please understand that this is a 

guide only, and as students’ progress in age, their time-on-task 

should increase proportionately. Students can also complete work in 

their exercise books including revision and reading.  This time on 

computers is to be used to inform and help prepare the student to 

engage in the learning tasks that the teacher has designed on that 

given day. 

We ask parents for the following support: 

■ Read the updates from your child’s teachers;

■ Increase your familiarity with Seesaw as our primary online

instructional tool;

■ Read home learning tasks and activities posted on Seesaw with

your child;

■ Help your child log in to Seesaw sessions for interactive lessons

and activities with teachers and classmates;

■ Designate a place in your home or where you are temporarily 

located so your child can work independently on his/her

assigned tasks and complete independent reading each day;

■ Ask your child to provide a brief summary of the learning he/she

is engaging in for each class to ensure his/her understanding of

the content and of the process they are being asked to engage in

to demonstrate their learning;

■ Remind your child to email his/her teachers (using MIS Webmail)

if your child, or you, have questions or if you need extra help and

support; and

■ Email your child’s classroom or home room teacher if you or your

child has questions, and/or if your child needs extra help and

support. Our teachers, although spread across the Gold Coast,

will be present online to help and support as soon as we can.

It is important to keep in mind that the quality of this 

experience is most closely associated with how deeply the child 

is connecting to the experience. This level of engagement need 

not take a lot of time; it does, however, take care and intent. 

In the event that assessment needs to be completed 

in order to finalise a unit of work, we will ensure 

full instructions for all assignments, examinations 

and formative tests is provided. 

To ensure that you are connected to and understand the online learning 

platform Seesaw, please view this link: 

https://web.seesaw.me/parents 

https://web.seesaw.me/parents
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Normally the conditions for assessment include specifics 

regarding exam requirements, equipment and also timing. 

All assessment needs to be completed as and when required by 

the classroom teachers (again, we will be flexible where we can be), 

but please do note that any assessment that is not completed on 

school grounds will be annotated as such. Reporting grades will be 

composed of all assessment; those completed under school 

conditions, and those completed at home conditions.     

They will be considered in moderation and decisions will be made 

on final grades that have an overall general trend of achievement 

across the subject. 

Given our evolving situation, we need to remind parents and 

students that while assessment is a point in time, learning and 

improvement across a subject is a longer term goal for every 

student. The feedback that students receive from any completed task 

compliments this and assists students to develop their skills not just 

for this assessment, but for beyond. 

Assessment via the Online Learning Plan will adhere to the following: 

Assessment Guidelines: 

 Assessments must be completed in accordance to the teacher instructions

 Assessments are done independently.   Parent support should be in the line with teacher direction.

 Assessments are submitted on time and must follow instructions from your teacher
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This is an example of one daily session, prepared by our teachers for 

online planning/teaching and assessing. 

You will have access to your child’s Online Planning through the 
classroom teacher and via SeeSaw. 

Prep to Year 6 

Online Learning 

Schedule 

for Parents

This document is to be populated in a way that provides an overview of the instructions being delivered by teachers and the expected activities to be completed by students. The activities are to include 

a range of online tasks, worksheets, productive and receptive activities, justifications, reflections and more. This is an accountability measure for educators and for students when reviewing what they 

have completed.  

https://ashmoress.eq.edu.au/Supportandresources/Formsanddocuments/Pages/Documents.aspx?RootFolder=%2FSupportandresources%2FFormsanddocuments%2FDocuments%2FAshmore%20Online%20Learning&FolderCTID=0x012000EE77E92E3F1F5249A8D47D809231F580&View=%7b46CE7BEF-6B1F-4463-9476-200D27E979CF%7d
https://ashmoress.eq.edu.au/Supportandresources/Formsanddocuments/Pages/Documents.aspx?RootFolder=%2FSupportandresources%2FFormsanddocuments%2FDocuments%2FAshmore%20Online%20Learning&FolderCTID=0x012000EE77E92E3F1F5249A8D47D809231F580&View=%7b46CE7BEF-6B1F-4463-9476-200D27E979CF%7d
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Online 

Resources

Online Learning Schedule 

Standard Communication Expectations for Online Learning  
Teachers/Students/Parents 

 Whilst students are learning online, they will be expected to check in with their teacher daily.
Seesaw is a perfect platform for interaction with the teacher through comments, emojis, likes 
completing quizzes and uploading photos, work samples and reflection videos.  The teacher 
will keep a record of daily contact to ensure all students are supported and accounted for.
Parents will also need to maintain daily contact and interaction on Seesaw as this is 

 If a student has not connected with class tasks, the teacher will attempt to contact the parent
to gain a reasonable solution.

Deputy Principals 

 Deputy Principals and teachers remain in consistent contact to support the students and 
parents. 

 Deputy Principals continue to have regular contact with teachers, GO and other relevant staff 
in order to support students.

Inclusion Team  
 IET and DP have negotiated caseload contact and use a shared document to update records. Oneschool 

weekly summary of communication is made for caseload (as negotiated).  Relevant staff and DP are 
referred in.

 IET sets regular check ins with caseload students/parents on a case by case need (as negotiated with 
relevant DP).

 IET to continue communication with external supports for caseloads (AVT, Speech, OT, Physio)

 SET meetings to occur every week (or as cases arise), on an agreed upon medium.  Actions of these
meetings are to be follow up on by relevant staff (IET, CT, SLP, DP, ETC).

GO 

 GO to ensure students with a safety plan have support tasks and appropriate links to external 
support services. 

 Sets regular check ins with complex case students/parents on a case by case need.

 GO to continue communication with external supports for caseloads. 

TAs (Prep, Inclusion, General, STEM, EAL/D, Closing the Gap) 

 Working online with small groups or individuals – teacher directed 

 Communication with teacher daily 

Principal  

 Daily communication with the Leadership Team

 Consistent updates to staff as received by governing bodies

 Continued direction and support regarding expectations for all staff 

 Continued outward communication to school community and relevant stakeholders
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Ashmore State School's main mode of communication will be Seesaw. Teachers will present lessons and instructions, update parents and give 
student feedback on their learning through this platform. 
https://web.seesaw.me/ 

Seesaw 
Seesaw - Student driven digital portfolios and simple parent communication. For iOS, Android, 

Kindle Fire, Chromebooks and Computers with Chrome or Firefox. Free for teachers! 

web.seesaw.me 

Other resources that will incorporated into daily lessons and all students have passwords for are: 
Mathletics 
https://www.mathletics.com/au/ 
Literacy Planet 
https://www.literacyplanet.com/au/ 

Online & Interactive Literacy Program | LiteracyPlanet 
Looking for an engaging online literacy program for primary and secondary students? Find out 

why teachers love LiteracyPlanet now. 

www.literacyplanet.com 

There is also a great Department of Education website for families, to access appropriate year level specific school work, if required. It is being 
continually updated. 

https://web.seesaw.me/
https://web.seesaw.me/
https://www.mathletics.com/au/
https://www.literacyplanet.com/au/
https://www.literacyplanet.com/au/
https://web.seesaw.me/
https://www.literacyplanet.com/au/
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Online 

Resources

https://www.smilingmind.com.au/smiling-mind-app 

https://www.smilingmind.com.au/smiling-mind-app
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Teacher Contact Details

Leadership Team Contact Email Address 

Karen Brown 

Principal 

kbrow84@eq.edu.au 

 Natasha Parker 
DP Prep/1 

nxfis1@eq.edu.au 

Leisa Wells 

DP 2/3/4 

lwell102@eq.edu.au 

Regan Veivers 

DP 5/6 

rveiv2@eq.edu.au 

Jason Harvey 

HOC 

jharv217@eq.edu.au 

Natalie McKay 

HOSES 

nxmck2@eq.edu.au 

Rochelle Adams 

Guidance Officer 

rpric64@eq.edu.au 

mailto:kbrow84@eq.edu.au
mailto:ljose3@eq.edu.au
mailto:lwell102@eq.edu.au
mailto:rveiv2@eq.edu.au
mailto:jharv217@eq.edu.au
mailto:jatki78@eq.edu.au
mailto:rpric64@eq.edu.au
mailto:kbake24@eq.edu.au
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